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KasiviswanathanT.
Senior Business Analyst,
Mindtree Limited, Bangalore

"Vastly experienced faculty and industry oriented 
curriculum of DoMS, NITT immensely helped me 
to develop my leadership and academic skills. 
DoMS experience has given me the confidence 
and courage to take on any challenge in the 
corporate world."

JP Sahu
Senior Manager
ICICI Prudential Life Insurance

"Summer internship and Guest faculty from industry
are the most lasting impressions I carry from 
DOMS,the impressions are so vivid that I get 
benefit out of them often even now and  thank 
DOMS for them ."

Kaushik Chaudhury
Fund Manager
BankMuscat, Muscat, Oman

"DOMS-NITT helped me open up to a new world of 
learning and opportunities. I had two wonderful 
years in DOMS- the lectures by the faculty, group 
discussions, club activities, lectures from guest 
faculty and long hours spent in the well-equipped 
library/computer centres contributed to my 
professional development. DOMS played a huge 
role in shaping my career and I would whole-
heartedly recommend aspiring MBA candidates to 
choose DOMS-NITT as their preferred institution for
pursuing MBA."

Abhinav
Assistant Vice President, Citibank Japan 
Limited, CITIGROUP

"According to me DOMS is one of the more 
grounded B-School in our country. It has a bottom 
up approach wherein students learn the art of 
business management more from knowing the 
basics of corporate functions rather than straight 
from the Board Rooms of Companies. The faculty is
simply great and treats students like friends which 
gives the learning experience an entirely different 
meaning. I would recommend DOMS to everyone 
who truly wants to make a difference in the 
Corporate World."

S.Thanigai Arul
Chief Manager(O), Materials Management
Department, Air India, Chennai

"Two years of study and stay at NIT, Trichy fully 
transforms young students into bright leaders who 
are excelling not only in their job environment but 
also in their living society."



Ranjith Radha Krishnan,
General Manager, Region India, Volvo - 
Asia Trucks Operation
 

"DoMS-NIT Trichy (REC) did prepare me to be a 
grounded professional and aid the transition to an 
industry like Automobile which hitherto was averse 
to accepting Management Graduates from Premier 
Institutes. The sprawling campus and the good 
infrastructure gives you the right kind of 
atmosphere for a good academic career. The close 
industry interactions helped growing up to be a 
professional."

N E Subramanian
General Manager, Marketing
Saint Gobain Gyproc India Ltd.

"DoMS-NIT Trichy provided me with a conducive 
environment to learn and grow in a holistic way. 
The diverse and energetic student community 
supported by experienced staff and great 
infrastructure helped me build a solid foundation for
my professional life. I am proud to be an alumnus of
this close to three decade old institute"

Sathish Medapati
Associate Vice President Innovation Labs,
24/7 Customer

"DoMS-NIT Trichy is one of the finest learning 
institutes in the country. Apart from having world 
class facilities, the faculty adds the dimension of 
practical application to all management aspects and
encourages thought leadership and innovation 
among students. Students get exposed to real-life 
problem solving, research publications, innovation 
and build in-depth technical expertise coupled with 
management prowess."

K G Prasad
Product Manager
Small commercial Vehicles
Tata Motors Ltd.

"The excellent infrastructure at the institute coupled
with a culture that fosters learning and creativity 
helped me to acquire the right set of skill sets to be 
a successful business manager. The environment 
at the institute was a unique blend that promoted 
shared learning through team work and competitive
spirit"

Udhaya Baskar S
Senior Manager, 
Genpact, Bangalore

"I think DoMS helped me in getting the big picture 
perspective which is essential to tune tactics 
required to achieve the goals, it helped me sharpen
my critical thinking. I developed sound financial 
skills and more importantly it helped me to listen 
better to others."



Thomas KT,
Senior Manager,
Cognizant, Chennai

"The MBA program at DoMS-NIT Trichy 
encourages students to take initiatives and apply 
creative thinking to solve business problems. With a
university campus atmosphere, the DoMS program 
provides students excellent physical and social 
infrastructure to develop themselves. "

Swaminathan Mani
Asst. Vice President,
Mahindra Satyam, Hyderabad

"DoMS-NIT Trichy gave me a good foundation of 
management concepts in conjunction with a case 
study method pedagogy which helped me apply 
and appreciate these concepts in real life corporate 
environment. I have immensely benefitted from my 
MBA program at DoMS-NIT Trichy "

Balakarthikeyan Nagarajan,
Manager C & B, General Electric India 
Ltd.

"DoMS-NIT Trichy is the best place to look for talent
that has been groomed with a perfect blend of 
education, extra-curricular activities, business 
acumen and fun. The institute has the best in class 
infrastructure and the course has always been 
appreciated for its greatest value for money. Long 
history of experienced professors, impressive 
alumni and specialized courses ensure that 
students are transformed into world class business 
professionals."

Ganesh Mahadevan,
Lead Consultant,
Kanzen Institute, Hyderabad

"One thing which really struck a chord with me was 
the mentor program - each of us had one senior as 
our mentor. The mentor's role was to guide the 
fresher in every aspect of DoMS life whether it is 
about placement scene, or something as varied as 
joining the football gang in the evenings."

Dilip Murugesan K
Assistant Manager - HR
Recruitment, TCS

"I was fortunate to have learnt management from 
the best in the academia & industry. I am always 
proud to be an Alumnus of this great Institution"

Apurba Sen
Associate Director, Advertising Strategy
Rediff India Ltd

"DoMS-NIT Trichy gave me a chance to reinvent 
myself. Its rigorous academic challenges united 
with state of the art infrastructure presented me a 
rich personal development experience. My MBA 
has helped me in ascertaining the risk in every 
business decision I take – honing up the 
technoprener within me"



Latha Swamy
Principle Program Manager,
EMC2, Bangalore

"The two years at DoMS taught me analytical skills,
thinking on the feet, meeting tough deadlines, 
juggling priorities and amidst all these to make 
friendships and have fun. This prepared me well for
the challenges of the corporate world."

 


